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COOKING STYLE
The first thing you’ll want to decide is what type of grill to purchase: charcoal, gas or electric. This is really a matter of preference. Each type of grill has its advantages. And no matter which you choose, you’ll be ready to start cooking in the great outdoors!
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Popular Grilling Features


[image: Smart Grills]Smart Grills
Wi-fi-connected smart grills can deliver perfect results every time. Select smart grills offer built-in recipes for inspiration.  
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Rotisserie spits rotate food in the heat-filled grill chamber for slow-roasted meats with a juicier, more intense flavor.
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Infrared burners cook food quickly using infrared radiant energy that sears the outside of the meat, locking in juices and flavor.
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Cooking grates come in cast-iron, stainless steel, and other varieties. Look for strong, high-quality grates that will resist heat damage and hard weather corrosion.
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The size of the main grilling surface is measured in square inches and is the most important consideration. Secondary work surfaces include warming racks and side burners.
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Burners help control the heat. A good grill will have at least two individually controlled burners, more on high-end grills.
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Side burners for preparing sides or sauces can be helpful if your grill is far from your kitchen.
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Thermometers are built into most grills so you can monitor the temperature of the grill without lifting the lid.
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Smokes infuse food with flavor and make meat tender through slow cooking at low temperatures. Some grills offer a smoker box & a chamber to hold a smoke source,
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Best Selling Grills
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WHAT'S YOUR BUDGET?



The grill is at the center of every great barbecue. Grills are available in all shapes, sizes, and prices. Shop the widest selection of outdoor cooking appliances; you can find a dependable grill for every budget..
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FROM OUR LEARNING CENTER 


[image: learn center block]May 06 2021Father’s Day Gift Guide 2020: Cooking Essentials, Grills, Appliances and More
If you're looking for a unique gift that Dad will love, consider these gift ideas. Whether Dad's a grill master or if he simply loves to cook, check out these high quality gifts Dad will use for years to come.
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The grill is at the center of every great BBQ. Whether it’s a family reunion or dinner for two, there is nothing better than sizzling hot food from your backyard grill. AJ Madison experts will help you choose what's right for you.
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There are three types of grills: gas, electric, and charcoal, each have their benefits. Gas grills are a top choice for backyard grillers for fast heating, easy clean-up, and great temperature control.



[image: learn center block]Feb 19 2022Outdoor Living Trends for the Perfect Summer Staycation
Summer is finally here and you’re probably looking to spend more time outside. With more time at home and warmer weather, homeowners coast to coast want more from their outdoor spaces. 



[image: learn center block]May 15 2022Top 10 Must Have Outdoor Kitchen Appliances in 2020
In 2020, many families are cancelling their usual summer plans and are opting to tackle lingering projects instead. If you're staying home this summer, consider upgrading your backyard, patio, or terrace with outdoor kitchen appliances.



[image: learn center block]Mar 18 2022Top 10 Must Have Outdoor Kitchen Appliances in 2021
Not sure what to add besides a grill? Consider the items you use for cooking and meal prep every day in your kitchen. Outdoor refrigerators, sinks, faucets, and storage solutions are few of the many great products you can add to make a functional outdoor cooking space.
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In the warm weather months you’re probably looking to spend more time outside. With more time at home and warmer weather, homeowners coast to coast want more from their outdoor spaces. There’s no doubt that spending time outside is a healthy way to enjoy the season.
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Create the ideal room for cooking and entertaining. Transform your deck or patio into your favorite place for family and friends to gather. Outdoor kitchens start with a grill. If you want to entertain with style, consider installing a fully equipped kitchen complete with countertops, sink, bar, refrigerator, ice maker, warming drawer, storage cabinets, and perhaps, a pizza oven. Depending on how you plan to use the kitchen, for a typical barbecue or a gourmet meal, will determine the appliances and accessories you choose. Then all you need is a bright sunny day and a yard full of guests.

The grill is the center of every great barbecue. Whether it's a family reunion or dinner for two, there is nothing better than sizzling hot food from your backyard grill. The core of any good grill is the cooking system. The first thing you will want to decide is what type of grill to purchase: charcoal, gas, or electric. This is really a matter of preference. Each type of grill has its advantages. And no matter which you choose, you'll be ready to start cooking in the great outdoors.

For a freestanding gas grill, look for models with two or more separate burners that allow greater heat control. Smaller portable and electric grill models may have fewer burners but should still have solutions for temperature control and emit even consistent heat. A well-made charcoal grill will contain a sturdy, heavy-duty, plated steel cooking grate and a lid with air vents as well. All grills should also have an efficient grease or ash collection system to keep the heat source clear of any clogs and any run-off juices from making a mess of your grill. The best systems work quickly and flash the drippings, eliminating flare-ups and creating flavorful smoke.
Grills come in multiple configurations. Built-in grills are a staple in many outdoor kitchen designs.A built-in grill will provide an impressive focal point to your outdoor eating area if you entertain often. Freestanding grills can be used almost anywhere and are the most popular choice among homeowners. Many models offer storage that hides the gas tank or gas connection from view. Portable grills are available in liquid propane, charcoal, and electricity. They are easy to take tailgating, a picnic in the park, or a family camping trip. Post-mount grills are built on a singular stand meant to be permanently installed in your patio area.
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